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In brief

The giant and highly repetitive Antarctic

krill genome reveals environmental

adaptations and population dynamics of

Earth’s most abundant wild animal.
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SUMMARY
Antarctic krill (Euphausia superba) is Earth’s most abundant wild animal, and its enormous biomass is vital to
the Southern Ocean ecosystem. Here, we report a 48.01-Gb chromosome-level Antarctic krill genome, whose
large genome size appears to have resulted from inter-genic transposable element expansions. Our assem-
bly reveals the molecular architecture of the Antarctic krill circadian clock and uncovers expanded gene
families associated with molting and energy metabolism, providing insights into adaptations to the cold
and highly seasonal Antarctic environment. Population-level genome re-sequencing from four geographical
sites around the Antarctic continent reveals no clear population structure but highlights natural selection
associated with environmental variables. An apparent drastic reduction in krill population size 10 mya and
a subsequent rebound 100 thousand years ago coincides with climate change events. Our findings uncover
the genomic basis of Antarctic krill adaptations to the Southern Ocean and provide valuable resources for
future Antarctic research.
INTRODUCTION

Krill, malacostracan crustaceans of the order Euphausiacea, are

abundant components of the pelagic ecosystem of all oceans.
Cell 186, 1–16,
This is an open access article under the CC BY-N
The biomass of Antarctic krill (Euphausia superba) (Figure 1A)

is 300–500 million tons, the largest of any wild animal species

on the planet.1 The highly abundant species is a cornerstone of

the Antarctic marine ecosystem, forming an ecological link
March 16, 2023 ª 2023 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Inc. 1
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between primary producers and higher trophic levels—from ice

algae to fish, birds, and marine mammals.2 Antarctic krill plays

a vital role in the biogeochemical cycling of carbon and recycles

the trace element iron that fosters phytoplankton growth in the

Southern Ocean.3,4 Recent investigations support the existence

of an endogenous timing system in Antarctic krill, enabling

important life-cycle events to synchronize with Antarctica’s sea-

sonal polar environment.5 However, knowledge of the molecular

mechanisms underlying Antarctic krill adaptations to an environ-

ment characterized by high seasonality in day length, food avail-

ability, and sea ice extent is limited.5–9 It is also not firmly estab-

lished whether demographically separate populations exist.10,11

The krill genome has been estimated at 42–48 gigabases

(Gb).12,13 Its large genome size and complexity have so far

prevented its assembly and hindered research on the genetic un-

derpinnings of Antarctic krill adaptations.13,14 However, recent

studies on lungfishes15,16 and the Mexican axolotl17,18 demon-

strate that daunting technical challenges inherent in the assem-

bly of large animal genomes can be overcome. Here, we present

the sequencing, assembly, genome features analysis, and pop-

ulation genetic analysis of the Antarctic krill.

RESULTS

Chromosome-level genome assembly and evaluation
To assemble the Antarctic krill genome, we generated 3.06 tera-

bases (Tb) PacBio continuous long reads (CLR), 734.99 Gb

PacBio high-fidelity circular consensus sequencing (HiFi-CCS)

reads, 4.01 Tb short reads, and 11.38 Tb Hi-C reads

(Table S1). A genome assembly spanning 48.01 Gb was gener-

ated (Table S1), the largest animal assembly reported to date.

It is about 50% larger than the Mexican axolotl17,18 and 20%–

30% larger than two lungfish species.15,16 The assembly has a

longer contig N50 (178.99 kilobases [kb]) than 120 of 154 avail-

able invertebrate genome assemblies (Figure 1B; Table S1). It

also has a scaffold N50 of 1.08 Gb with 66.01% of contigs

anchored to 17 chromosomes,19,20 while the unanchored con-

tigs were shorter with a low gene density (Figure S1A;
2 Cell 186, 1–16, March 16, 2023
Table S1). A comparison with other malacostracan crustacean

assemblies, using evaluations based on genomic short reads,

transcriptome data, and non-exonic ultra-conserved elements

(UCEs) of eukaryotes, revealed that the Antarctic krill assembly

is of comparative quality and completeness despite its much

larger size (Table S1; STAR Methods).

Repetitive sequences, particularly long nearly identical re-

peats, can greatly impact genome assembly.21 Invertebrate ge-

nomes often have a larger proportion and unit length of tandem

repeats (TRs) than vertebrate genomes, likely contributing to re-

ported difficulties in their assembly.22 Repetitive DNA in the Ant-

arctic krill genome is exceptionally abundant, making genome

assembly particularly challenging. The most common satellite

repeat sequences were of longer unit length than in the most

closely related invertebrate genome available, the crustaceans

Procambarus virginalis (t test, p < 2.2 3 10�16) and Litopenaeus

vannamei (t test, p < 2.23 10�16) (Figure 1C; Table S2).We found

that the genome assembly harbors a large proportion of TRs

(25.77%), which was still underestimated because TRs are diffi-

cult to assemble, especially for TRs with long unit length (>50

base pairs [bp]) and high abundance (Figure 1C; Table S2). The

high TR proportion affected the genome assembly, reflected

by a negative correlation between contig length and TRs

observed (Pearson’s r = �0.14, p < 10�4) (Figure S1B). The Ant-

arctic krill genome possesses higher density of repeat regions (in

10 kb windows) than the Mexican axolotl, lungfish, and two mal-

acostracan crustaceans (t-test, p < 2.23 10�16) (Figure 1D). We

also found that 93.43%of contigs ended in repetitive sequences,

and neighboring TEs with high sequence similarities (identity

>98%) cluster at short intervals in the assembly, forming

extended stretches of repeats (Figure S1C).

Attributes of a giant invertebrate genome
Giant genome sizes appear common in crustaceans of the

Southern Ocean and North Atlantic, but there is no evidence of

polyploidy (whole-genome duplication) in Antarctic krill.12 Our

genome assembly reveals that the huge Antarctic krill genome

can be ascribed to repetitive sequence expansions. 72.15% of
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Figure 1. The Antarctic krill genome and its repetitive sequence landscape

(A) Image of an Antarctic krill (Euphausia superba) (photo credit Simon Payne, Australian Antarctic Division).

(B) The relationship between genome size and contig N50 of 154 invertebrate genome assemblies.

(C) Comparison of 51–249 bp TRs annotated in long reads and genome assembly of Antarctic krill, L. vannamei, and P. virginalis.

(D) The distribution of repeat content in the bins of non-overlapping 10 kb windows.

(E) Composition of the first-round repetitive sequences in invertebrate and vertebrate genomes. The dashed line represents the average of repetitive sequences

across these species.

(F) Phylogenetic tree of the DNA/CMC-EnSpm TE superfamily in Antarctic krill, L. vannamei, and P. virginalis.
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Figure 2. Effect of abundant repetitive sequences on the Antarctic krill genome

(A) Example of an Antarctic krill gene locus (MTHL1) with a high abundance of repetitive sequences in introns. This region was shown to be free of assembly errors

by aligned PacBio CCS reads (visualized using Integrative Genomics Viewer [IGV] below).

(B) Histogram of GC content and genome proportion for each subtype of repetitive sequences and genes. The column height of the histogram indicates the GC

content, the polyline indicates genome proportion, and the dashed line indicates average genome-wide GC content, DNA transposon (DNA), long interspersed

nuclear element (LINE), long terminal repeat (LTR), short interspersed nuclear element (SINE), and tandem repeat (TR).

(legend continued on next page)
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the genome was identified as repetitive sequence using stan-

dard repeat-masking procedures and reached up to 92.45% af-

ter additional repeat annotation, slightly higher than that re-

ported for the Australian lungfish15 (90.00%) (Figure 1E;

Table S2). Transposable elements (TEs) constitute 78.22% of

the Antarctic krill genome, andDNA TEsmake up the largest pro-

portion (Table S2). Notably, DNA/CMC-EnSpm accounted for

91.91% of DNA TEs, which formed 42.02% of the genome

(Table S2). A phylogenetic tree of DNA/CMC-EnSpm amongAnt-

arctic krill, L. vannamei, and P. virginalis revealed no specific

clades with dramatic expansion in Antarctic krill (Figure 1F).

We annotated 28,834 protein-coding genes in the Antarctic

krill genome, which had gene models similar to genes of other

related species, and coding sequence length comparable to

the length of full-length transcripts (Figures S1D and S1E;

Table S1).The gene and intron lengths of Antarctic krill are

notably shorter than those of lungfishes and Mexican axolotl

(Figures S1D and S1F; Table S1), suggesting that repetitive

sequence expansions inserted in genic regions in Antarctic krill

are limited compared to vertebrates with comparable genome

sizes. However, compared with 46 other published marine inver-

tebrates, the prevalence of TE insertions significantly increases

intron length in Antarctic krill (Figures 2A and S1F). A previous

study reported that the insertion of TEs into genes does not

greatly impact gene regulation in African lungfish.16 Similarly,

we also observed that the gene length was independent of

gene expression levels between Antarctic krill and other inverte-

brate species as well as between tissues of Antarctic krill

(Figures S1G–S1J).

Dynamics of repetitive sequence expansion and its
genetic mechanisms
Compared to 46 other invertebrate genomes, the repeat sub-

types of Antarctic krill are more prevalent but show a similar

composition and expansion pattern (Figure S2A; Table S2). A

positive correlation between the proportion of TRs and TEs in in-

vertebrates was observed (Figure S2B). In the Antarctic krill,

most (96.39%) TRs overlapped with TEs (DNA transposon,

long terminal repeat [LTR], and long interspersed nuclear

element [LINE]) (STAR Methods). The high proportion of TRs

may result from TE expansions coupled with slippage mutations

of associated TRs, as recently reported for two penaeid shrimps

(L. vannamei and Fenneropenaeus chinensis).23

The GC content of Antarctic krill is 29.36%, lower than 140 of

154 (90.91%) published invertebrate genome assemblies

(Figures S2C and S2D; Table S1). This low GC content reflects

a large proportion of GC-poor DNA transposons (Figure 2B). It

has been argued that CpG dinucleotide loss follows genome

size expansions by TEs, which limits the deleterious effects of

TEs insertion.24We observed two putative TEs expansion events
(C) Insertion time of transposable elements (TEs) in Antarctic krill, the vertical dot-l

Antarctic krill, respectively. The percentages of each type of transposons are ca

(D) The distribution of number and density of the top 20 domains in the Antarctic

transformed by log10, boxplot on the bottom of the figure represents the distributi

was calculated as domain number divided by genome size and Z score normaliz

lower and upper ends of a box represent the first (Q1) and third quartile (Q3). The

further than 1.5 3 IQR. The domain density of Antarctic krill is highlighted with a
in the Antarctic krill, �36 and �170 mya (Figure 2C). The most

recent event contributed to 39.51% of their genome expansion

and is close to the emergence time of Euphausia, a krill genus

with consistently large genome size,12,25 while the proportion

attributable to the other expansion is 18.54% (Figure 2C;

Table S2).

Levels of accumulation of TEs in host genomes result

from the balance of TE activity and repression over long time-

scales.24,26,27 To investigate this in Antarctic krill, we interro-

gated the genome using the protein domain Pfam database.28

The top 20 domains account for 55.91% of detected Pfam do-

mains, and 11 of the 20 domains play roles in transposable

element (TE) activity (Figure 2D), such as reverse transcriptase

(RVT_1) and integrase (integrase_H2C2). Notably, among the

20 top domains, we found three domains (zf-H2C2_2, zf-

TRM13_CCCH, and zf-MYND) with a density higher than 46

other invertebrate species (Z score >3) (Figure 2D). The domain

zf-TRM13_CCCH is found at the N terminus of TRM13 methyl-

transferase proteins, while zf-MYND is found in SET and

MYND domain-containing (SMYD) methyltransferase proteins.29

DNA methylation may enable TE-driven genome expansion.24,30

We speculate that these protein domains in particular underly

Antarctic krill genome size dynamics.

The genomic basis of environmental adaptations of
Antarctic krill
Antarctic krill are able to maintain great abundance in the South-

ern Ocean because they have evolved seasonal synchronization

strategies.7 This makes adaptations for living with the highly

variable levels of light, temperature, and sea ice the key to

understanding the seasonal life cycle of Antarctic krill.5–9 Light

and temperature changes can entrain and reset the circadian

system.31,32 Antarctic krill are exposed to a cold environment

with dramatic light changes caused by seasonal changes and

have evolved genetic adaptations in circadian rhythm. It has

been proposed that in Antarctic krill,5 as in other eukaryotes,33

the transcription factors CLOCK (CLK) and CYCLE (CYC) bind

E-box elements upstream of the genes encoding their inhibitors,

CRYPTOCHROME2 (CRY2), PERIOD (PER), and TIMELESS

(TIM), to generate a self-sustained circadian rhythm (feedback

loop). We found that 625 genes in the Antarctic krill genome

contain at least one E-box (Antarctic-krill-specific consensus

sequence CA[AT/TA]TG) within their promoter region

(Table S3). These include the main clock inhibitors PER, TIM,

and CRY2 and the three key circadian transcription factors

VRI, PDP1, and REV-ERB that directly regulate CLK and CYC

expression. Our findings provide a model of the molecular archi-

tecture of the krill circadian clock (Figure 3A), confirming that a

dual feedback loop mechanism likely exists.5 Many of the puta-

tive clock-controlled genes (58.3%) showed a daily oscillatory
ine from left to right, indicate two burst peaks of TEs and the divergence time of

lculated separately. RC denotes rolling circle repeat.

krill genome. Bold line at the top of figure represents the number of domains,

on of domain density across the 47 invertebrate genomes. The domain density

ed. The median (Q2) is shown as a horizontal black line within the box, and the

whiskers are defined by the inter-quartile range (IQR = Q3–Q1), extending no

red inverted triangle.
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expression profile in a previous study6 (Table S3). We further as-

sessed the seasonal differences in expression of genes in the

biorhythm feedback loops, revealing that four circadian genes

(CLK,CRY1,NEMO, and PDP1) show differential expression be-

tween summer and winter (Figure 3A). CLK, CRY1, and PDP1

were upregulated during the summer, while NEMO was upregu-

lated during the winter (fold change [FC] > 2, Benjamini-

Hochberg corrected p value [p-adj] < 0.01) (Figure 3A). In

Drosophila, NEMO is a serine/threonine kinase that regulates

the speed of the circadian clock.34 The increasedNEMO expres-

sion in winter might suggest an involvement in the complex tran-

sition to the quiescent state, whichwas previously reported to be

influenced by the circadian clock in Antarctic krill,6 leading to

sexual regression and decreased activity, growth, andmetabolic

rates.35

Antarctic krill have evolved physical adaptations and patterns

of behavior governed by the circadian rhythm system that help

them conserve energy and survive under low temperature and

dramatically changing light conditions.36 They can molt continu-

ously throughout their life cycle, but their growth rates vary

seasonally.37 The intermolt period of Antarctic krill in winter is

generally double that of summer and autumn (every 26–

29 days),37 with almost no relation to feeding regimes.4 We iden-

tified 25 significantly expanded gene families in the Antarctic krill

genome (p-adj < 0.05) (Figure 3B; Table S3). Twelve are directly

involved in the molt cycle (six families) and energy metabolism

(six families) (Figure 3C). Most genes in these families are ex-

pressed, indicating that the additional gene copies are functional

(Figure 3D; Table S3).

Chitin is an essential building block of the crustacean cuticle.38

The expansion of genes encoding proteins with chitin-binding do-

mains in Antarctic krill (Figure 3E) may reflect finely regulated

cuticle formation and resorption during the molt cycle.38 Six

expanded gene families associated with energy metabolism

may reduce the maintenance costs of continuous molting (Fig-

ure 3C; Table S3). These families comprise genes encoding pro-

teins with ATP binding domains, including MHC, DDX5, and

DDR2 (Table S3). In particular, we noted 69 myosin genes in Ant-

arctic krill (on average 16-foldmore than other species) (Table S3).

Myosin gene expansionsmay have a range of functions relating to

the unique life cycle of Antarctic krill, such asmuscle contractions

associated with body shrinkage during winter.8
Figure 3. Candidate genomic changes underlying adaptations to the A

(A) Connection of the circadian dual-feedback loop of Antarctic krill. Genes sh

expression between summer and winter (FC > 2, p-adj < 0.01) indicated by a bar g

difference between summer and winter. E-box denotes a promoter element fou

CLOCK (CLK) and CYCLE (CYC).

(B) Loss and gain of gene families mapped onto the phylogeny of 12 invertebrate s

lost on each branch, respectively (contains the significant and non-significant gen

node and the red branch indicates Antarctic krill.

(C) Gene families significantly expanded in Antarctic krill are associated with molti

re-sampling procedure). The number of genes in each gene family represented

compared to other species is shown in the upper histogram, with the shading in

(D) Expression of 12 significantly expanded gene family members in 55 Antarctic k

expressed samples) is shown.

(E) Phylogenetic tree of genes in the molting associated gene family OG0000000

(F) Boxplots of differentially expressed genes in a summer-winter comparison of

expression, * and ** indicate Benjamini-Hochberg corrected p value below 0.05
We identified several genes that are differentially expressed

between the summer and winter. All six copies of the gene en-

coding vitellogenin (VTG) were upregulated in the summer sea-

son (FC > 2, p-adj < 0.05) (Table S3). VTG is an essential egg

yolk protein in invertebrates that provides a nutrient reservoir

during the energetically demanding spawning season.39 Addi-

tional energy metabolism-related genes—including CYSC,

PFK, and PKLR—also showed upregulation during the summer

(Figure 3F) and may support increased vitellogenesis and

frequent molting at this time. One of two homologs of PNLIPRP2,

a digestive lipase gene, was upregulated during the winter sea-

son and may aid survival during food shortages40,41 (Figure 3F;

Table S3). In addition, genes promoting molting and hence

growth (JHE, JHE-like CXE, and CHT10) were upregulated in

the summer when food availability is high, while genes inhibiting

molting (JHAMT and CASP2) were upregulated in winter (Fig-

ure 3F). This finding agrees with a previous study of Antarctic krill

molting during a time of relatively high temperatures, a long light

regime, and increased food availability.37 These results suggest

that genomic innovations in the molt cycle and reproduction are

adaptations to the extreme seasonal food availability in the

Southern Ocean.

Antarctic krill population dynamics
There has been a long-standing debate about whether Antarctic

krill represent a single genetically homogeneous population with

panmixia in the Southern Ocean.10,11 To investigate the popula-

tion structure of Antarctic krill, we collected 75 individuals from

four Southern Ocean regions with high biomass: South Georgia

(SG) and South Shetland Island (SSI) in the Atlantic Ocean

sector, Prydz Bay (PB) in the Indian Ocean sector, and Ross

Sea (RS) in the Pacific Ocean Sector and carried out genome

sequencing to an average depth of 17.723 (Figure 4A; Table S4).

We applied multiple quality control steps and obtained 364.57

million SNPs with an average density of one SNP per 37 bp

(Table S4; STAR Methods), allowing for population genomic

analysis of Antarctic krill. The mean nucleotide diversity (qp)

and observed autosomal heterozygosity are 2.25 3 10�3 and

2.08 3 10�3, respectively, with similar genetic diversity in the

four geographical groups (Table S4). We also observed low pair-

wise FST values between Antarctic krill geographical groups, with

a maximum FST of 1.92 3 10�3 (Figure 4B) and only 0.052%
ntarctic marine environment

aded in pink (CRY1, CLK, PDP1, and NEMO) showed significantly different

raph with asterisks. While other genes shaded by yellow showed no expression

nd upstream of clock-controlled genes regulated by the transcription factors

pecies. Blue and red numbers indicate number of gene families with gained and

e families). Divergence time estimates (million years ago, mya) is shown at each

ng and energy metabolism (family-wise p value < 0.05 based on a Monte–Carlo

by bubble size. The average FC of Antarctic krill gene number in each family

dicating log10 p value.

rill transcriptome samples. For each gene family, the frequency (percentage of

in 12 species.

Antarctic krill sampled from the Lazarev Sea. The y axis represents the relative

and 0.01, respectively.
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Figure 4. Antarctic krill population dynamics

(A) Antarctic krill samples were collected from four distinct geographical regions around Antarctica, including the Prydz Bay (PB, square), the Ross Sea (RS, dot),

the South Shetland Islands (SSI, diamond) and the South Georgia (SG, triangle). The red dashed-lines represent the Antarctic Divergence separating the pre-

vailing Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC, thick blue arrowed-lines) with the Antarctic Coastal Current (ACoC, thin blue arrowed-lines) and the gyres in the Ross

Sea and the Weddell Sea.

(B) The genetic diversity (qp) of four geographical groups is shown in the diagonal circles. The population differentiation (FST) between pairwise Antarctic krill

groups is on the lower triangle. The significance of FST by permutation test is shown on the upper triangle, and the p values less than 0.05 aremarked by asterisks.

(C) Principal component analysis (PCA) of 66 individuals (depth >103) from four geographical groups based on 47,555,257 SNPs after linkage disequilibrium (LD)

pruning.

(legend continued on next page)
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SNPs with FST > 0.15 (Table S4). The very low average FST and

small percentage of differentiated SNPs indicate that there is

no substantial differentiation within and between geographical

groups. These results—together with the inferred gene flow

and genetic connectivity between PB, RS, SSI, and SG using

ABBA-BABA statistics42 (Figure S3A), TreeMix inference43

(Figures S3B and S3C), and BA3-SNPs44 (Figure S3D)—indicate

extensive mixing and connectivity on a large geographical scale

between Antarctic krill geographical groups.

However, principal component analysis (PCA) (Figures 4C,

S3E, and S3F), multidimensional scaling analysis (MDS) (Fig-

ure S3G), and neighbor-joining (NJ) tree (Figure S3H) suggest

that the genetic structure is identifiable in Antarctic krill, espe-

cially between SG and PB-RS. The population structure analysis

by STRUCTURE45 and NGSadmix46 also revealed the different

proportions of ancestry components for four geographical

groups (Figures S3I–S3P). This result was also supported by

the permutation test that the FST values from random selected in-

dividuals were significantly lower than that between different

geographical groups (permutation test, p < 0.05) (Table S4).

This pattern of differentiation mainly depends on a small number

of SNPs. When outlier SNPs with FST > 0.1 are removed (0.36%

of SNPs), individuals from the four geographical groups were

mixed43 (Figures S3Q–S3T). Overall, these results indicate the

minor geographic structure that is detectable is due to a small

percentage of differentiated SNPs, which reflects the power of

our very large SNP dataset.

Ina largepopulation, geneticdrift is limited, and this slowsdiffer-

entiation of neutral markers. However, natural selection is more

effective at fixing beneficial mutations, even if selection is

weak.47,48WeexaminedassociationsbetweenSNPsand tenenvi-

ronmental variables at four geographical locations as an indication

of potential environmental selection49 (Figure S4A; Table S4). The

isolation-by-distance (IBD) test was not significant (Figure S4B),

but the isolation-by-environment (IBE) analysis revealed that the

genetic differentiation is significantly correlated with environ-

mental distance (partial Mantel test, p = 0.04, r = 0.84, two-sided)

(Figure 4D). Furthermore, we detected 387 potentially adaptive

SNPs dispersed across the genome associated with environ-

mental variables using the latent factor mixed model50 (Fig-

ure S4C). The allele frequency of these 387 adaptive SNPs in

four groups revealed the distinct genetic patterns between SG-

SSI and PB-RS groups (Figures 4E and S4D). Our results suggest

that environmental selection may play an important role in driving

genetic structure in different groups of Antarctic krill.

To uncover the demographic history of Antarctic krill, we em-

ployed the pairwise sequentially Markovian coalescent (PSMC)

method51 and PopSizeABC52 inference to estimate past effective

population sizes (Ne). We found a drastic reduction in Ne from

approximately ten mya (Figures 4F and S4E–S4L), coinciding
(D) IBE analyses (partial Mantel test, two-sided, controlling for the effect of geogr

environmental distances and the genetic distances (FST/(1-FST)).

(E) Distribution of the allele frequency of 387 adaptive SNPs in four geographical gr

and SSI/SG.

(F) Estimation of historical effective population sizes (Ne) of Antarctic krill using P

substitutions per site per generation was employed. Blue lines represent surface

dicates a period of expansion after a population bottleneck of Antarctic krill.
with extensive amplitudes of glacial-interglacial variations during

the Pleistocene Epoch and an overall decrease in SouthernOcean

temperature.53,54 The overall peak in population size around ten

mya is associated with the formation time of a stable Antarctic

Ice Sheet and the presence of a consistent Antarctic circumpolar

current (ACC) (Figure 4F).55 We also observed a subsequent

expansion in the Antarctic krill group from more than 100 thou-

sand years ago, which has previously been linked with a cooler

climate during the late Pleistocene age and a larger area of bene-

ficial sea ice habitat (Figure 4F).56 The cooler climate in the last ice

age expandedAntarctic ice sheets, whichwould haveprovided an

expandedhabitat and ecological release for krill.56 This population

bottleneck and subsequent expansion are supported by an

excess of rare alleles (Tajima’s D ranging from �1.35 to �1.31)

(Table S4). These inferences from genomic data correspond

with historical and recent temperature changes;57 however, the

impact of temperature on Antarctic krill over long time frames is

complex since the species continuously evolves to live in different

conditions and the ecological context changes over time. The

impact of rapid climate change on Antarctic krill will be hard to

predict. Antarctic krill is a key species of important Southern

Ocean foodwebs, yet howchanges in ocean temperature and pri-

mary production may impact their habitat quality remain poorly

understood. The habitat of krill will likely shift to higher latitudes

in these areas, but how climate change will impact krill population

size, and consequently the Antarctic ecosystem that depends on

krill, are critical questions that need to be addressed urgently.58

DISCUSSION

Antarctic krill form a critical link in the food web in the Southern

Ocean and influences ecosystem functionality because of their

enormous biomass. Here we present an Antarctic krill genome,

the largest animal assembly to date. The only assembled animal

genomes of comparable size are the recently released, slightly

smaller, Mexican axolotl, Australian lungfish, and African lungfish

assemblies.15–18 Although animals with huge genomes often

have a high proportion of repetitive sequences, their TE expan-

sions show different patterns. That is, DNA transposons, espe-

cially DNA/CMC-EnSpm, are predominant in Antarctic krill, while

the LINE and LTR are the most dominant TEs of the lungfish ge-

nomes15,16 and LTRs are dominant for the Mexican axolotl.

Furthermore, we identified an ancient accumulation of TEs with

the two recent bursts, and the most recent event is close

to the emergence time of Euphausia, which may partly explain

the large genome size of this krill genus.12,25 A large genome

size appears common in polar crustaceans.12 As a result, we

demonstrated that the Antarctic krill assembly will provide an

incentive for sequencing efforts that can answer why and how

a huge genome size is typical in polar crustaceans.
aphic distance) for four geographical groups to reveal the correlation between

oups, with differences of allele frequency in distribution pattern betweenPB/RS

SMC. A generation time (g) of two years and mutation rate (m) of 6.19 3 10�10

temperatures, red lines for relative sea level (RSL). The light blue shading in-
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Circadian rhythm is controlled by molecular clock genes that

cooperate to generate cyclic changes in their abundance and

activity in response to environmental cues.59 The extreme sea-

sonal changes in terms of the day length of the Southern Ocean

may fundamentally alter the circadian system. Here, we con-

nected the dual-feedback loop system of the Antarctic krill circa-

dian clock, the fundamental genetic architecture of circadian

oscillations. Comparing the circadian components with other

organisms (mammals and Drosophila), we found that the main

framework of the circadian system has not changed, but the

gene expression (CRY1,CLK,NEMO, andPDP1) of the feedback

pathway may show a different expression pattern. It is clear that

more studies are needed in order to reveal the concrete func-

tional roles of these genes, which are major drivers of Antarctic

krill adaptations to the Antarctic environment.

Previous Antarctic krill population genetic studies have

relied on inferences from a limited number of markers from

mtDNA10,56 and low-coverage restriction-site-associated DNA

sequencing.11 Our assembly and hundreds of millions of SNPs

across 75 individuals greatly expand population genetic

insights. Given the large population size of Antarctic krill, the

genome-wide estimation of genetic diversity is relatively low60

(Table S4). The low genetic diversity in large populations, known

as ‘‘Lewontin’s paradox,’’ could be due to a low mutation rate of

Antarctic krill61,62 (Table S4). This lowmutation rate may be a by-

product of the low GC content of the krill genome and/or the in-

crease power of selection in large populations.63 We also found

that the ratio of the effective population size (Ne) to census pop-

ulation size (Ne/Nc) was 5 3 10�9 (STAR Methods), providing

one of the most extreme examples of this difference found to

date.64 Thus, a mixture of evolutionary force including relatively

small Ne/Nc, low mutation rate, and natural selection likely

shape the low genetic diversity in Antarctic krill.

Our results indicate that the Antarctic krill population is

essentially panmictic, with high levels of connectivity on a

large geographical scale around the entire Antarctic continent.

The species range overlaps extensively with what is consid-

ered to be the strongest ocean current (ACC) in the world

accompanying by the Antarctic Coastal Current (ACoC), and

movement of krill in the currents is likely to account for the

overall genetic homogenetity65–69 (Figure 4A). The large statis-

tical power of our dataset did detect extremely low levels of

genetic differentiation. Our analysis indicates that this very

subtle signal is dependent on a small number of loci that are

subject to selection. Krill from SG, the only population we

analyzed located north of the Antarctic Divergence, were

the most genetically differentiated, presumably due to selec-

tive forces acting on a few parts of the genome in this

distinct environment. Generally, in groups comprised of large

numbers of individuals, as we see in Antarctic krill, genetic

drift will have very limited effects on SNP frequency, allowing

loci with minor selective advantages to become established.70

This also indicates that changes in gene frequencies between

these geographical groups are most likely the result of natural

selection related to local adaptation. Confirmation of any

weak geographic structuring at neutral markers would require

more widespread sampling and ideally collection of krill over a

time series to assess temporal stability.71 Our results suggest
10 Cell 186, 1–16, March 16, 2023
that area-specific fishery conservation measures may still be

warranted to maintain krill functional genetic diversity.

The major technological highlight of the study is assembly of

the largest animal genome ever sequenced. This technical chal-

lenge was exacerbated by the hyper-abundant TR DNA in the

genome, which became one of the major biological findings of

our work. We carefully analyzed the repeat sequences that

contribute to the enormous genome size, and this provides

one of the best examples of genome size expansion caused by

repeat element activity. The assembled genome allowed us to

comprehensively analyze genes involved in photoperiodicity

throughout the whole genome. Physiological responses to the

highly variable light conditions of the Antarctic are central to krill

biology, and studying this adaptation in detail was greatly

improved by the genome resource we have generated. Finally,

genome-wide SNPs are used to address the long-standing

question of population genetic differentiation in Antarctic krill.

Population structure was very limited, with neutral SNPs

showing no major genetic differentiation but with some evidence

that local conditions may be having selective effects on a subset

of the SNPs in the genome. In summary, the krill genome and

detailed population genetic analysis will undoubtedly aid future

research relevant for management on this keystone Antarctic

species.

Limitations of study
Due to the large genome size and TR abundance of Antarctic

krill, the continuity of genome assembly is not as long as the

vertebrate genomes of lungfishes andMexican axolotl. Addition-

ally, it would have been valuable to have more widespread sam-

pling and ideally collection of krill over a time series to assess

temporal stability and reliability of the inference on population

dynamics and natural selection.
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Biological samples

Euphausia superba (Antarctic krill) This study N/A

Euphausia pacifica (North Pacific krill) This study N/A

Critical commercial assays

NucleoBond HMW DNA KIT MACHEREY-NAGEL N/A

AMPure XP beads Beckman Coulter Agencourt B37419AA

T4 DNA polymerase Enzymatics P708L

Tris pH 8.0 Thermo Fisher Scientific N/A

BluePippin Sage Science N/A

Dynabeads MyOne Streptavidin T1 Thermo Fisher Scientific N/A

QIAsymphony RNA Kit Qiagen 931,636

DNA Polymerase Binding Kit Pacific Biosciences 101-046-400

VAHTS mRNA-seq v2 Library Prep Kit Vazyme NR611-02

TruSeq Stranded mRNA LT Sample Prep Kit Illumina RS-122-9004DOC

SMARTer PCR cDNA Synthesis Kit Takara Biotechnology 634,925

SMRTbell Template Prep Kit 1.0 Pacific Biosciences 100-259-100

Deposited data

Genome sequencing data for Euphausia superba This study China National GeneBank DataBase

(CNGB): CNP0001930

Genome assembly of Euphausia superba This study China National GeneBank DataBase

(CNGB): CNP0001930

Transcriptome data for gene structure annotation and

gene expression analysis of Euphausia superba

This study China National GeneBank DataBase

(CNGB): CNP0001930

Re-sequencing data of 75 Euphausia

superba individuals

This study China National GeneBank DataBase

(CNGB): CNP0001930

Genome and annotation of Aedes aegypti Matthews et al.72 https://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genomes/all/GCF/

002/204/515/GCF_002204515.2_AaegL5.0/

Genome and annotation of Bicyclus anynana Nowell et al.73 https://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genomes/all/GCF/

900/239/965/GCF_900239965.1_Bicyclus_

anynana_v1.2/

Genome and annotation of Drosophila melanogaster Hoskins et al.74 https://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genomes/all/GCF/

000/001/215/GCF_000001215.4_Release_6_

plus_ISO1_MT/

Genome and annotation of Eriocheir sinensis Tang et al.75 https://ftp.cngb.org/pub/Assembly/GCA/013/

436/485/GCA_013436485.1_ASM1343648v1/

Genome and annotation of Hyalella azteca Poynton et al.76 https://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genomes/all/

GCF/000/764/305/GCF_000764305.2_

Hazt_2.0.2/

Genome and annotation of Ixodes scapularis Miller et al.77 https://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genomes/all/

GCF/016/920/785/GCF_016920785.2_

ASM1692078v2/

Genome and annotation of Portunus trituberculatus Tang et al.78 http://gigadb.org/dataset/100678

Genome and annotation of Litopenaeus vannamei Zhang et al.22 https://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genomes/all/

GCF/003/789/085/GCF_003789085.1_

ASM378908v1/

Genome and annotation of Procambarus virginalis Gutekunst et al.79 http://marmorkrebs.dkfz.de/downloads/

genome/pvirGEN-0.4/
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Genome and annotation of Tetranychus urticae Grbi�c et al.80 https://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genomes/all/

GCF/000/239/435/GCF_000239435.1_

ASM23943v1/

Genome and annotation of Strigamia maritima Chipman et al.81 http://metazoa.ensembl.org/Strigamia_

maritima/Info/Index

RNA-seq data of CO2 treatment of Euphausia superba Sales et al.82 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/bioproject/

PRJNA362526

RNA-seq data of different seasons and regions of

Euphausia superba

Höring et al.83 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/bioproject/

PRJEB30084/

RNA-seq data of temperature treatment of

Euphausia superba

East China Sea Fisheries

Research Institute

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/bioproject/

PRJNA640244/

Software and algorithms

NextDenovo v2.30 Nextomics https://github.com/Nextomics/NextDenovo

SAMtools v1.7 Li et al.84 https://github.com/samtools/samtools

BWA v0.7.12 Li and Durbin85 https://github.com/lh3/bwa/releases/

HiFi-CCS v4.0.0 Pacific Biosciences https://www.pacb.com/support/software-

downloads/

Pilon v1.23 Walker et al.86 https://github.com/broadinstitute/pilon/releases

Lachesis v201701 Burton et al.87 https://github.com/shendurelab/LACHESIS

Juicer-box v1.91 Durand et al.88 https://github.com/aidenlab/juicer/releases

GMAP v2021-12-12 Wu et al.89 http://research-pub.gene.com/gmap/

HISAT2 v2.1.0 Kim et al.90 https://github.com/DaehwanKimLab/hisat2/releases

BLAT v319 Kent et al.91 https://github.com/djhshih/blat/releases

BEDTools v2.29 Quinlan and Hall92 https://github.com/arq5x/bedtools2/releases/

RepeatMasker v4.0.6 Tarailo-Graovac and Chen93 http://repeatmasker.org/RepeatMasker/

RepBase v202101 Bao et al.94 https://www.girinst.org/server/RepBase/

Tandem Repeats Finder (TRF) v4.07 Benson et al.95 https://github.com/Benson-Genomics-Lab/

TRF/releases

RepeatModeler v1.0.4 Flynn et al.96 https://github.com/Dfam-consortium/

RepeatModeler/releases

LTR-Finder v1.06 Xu et al.97 https://github.com/xzhub/LTR_Finder

MAFFT v6.864b Katoh et al.98 https://github.com/GSLBiotech/mafft/releases

FastTree v2.1.10 Price et al.99 http://www.microbesonline.org/fasttree/

TreeBeST v1.9.2 Heng Li http://treesoft.sourceforge.net/treebest.shtml

FigTree v1.4.3 Andrew Rambaut https://github.com/rambaut/figtree

iTols v6 Letunic and Bork100 https://itol.embl.de/

parseRM.pl Aurelie Kapusta https://github.com/4ureliek/Parsing-

RepeatMasker-Outputs

SOAPnuke v2.1.5 Chen et al.101 https://github.com/berry08/SOAPnuke2

EMBOSS v6.5.7 Rice et al.102 https://ftp.ebi.ac.uk/pub/software/unix/EMBOSS/

HMMER v3.1b2 Johnson et al.103 http://hmmer.org/download.html

Iso-Seq v3.2.2 Pacific Biosciences https://github.com/PacificBiosciences/IsoSeq

Trinity v2.5.1 Grabherr et al.104 https://github.com/trinityrnaseq/trinityrnaseq/releases

CD-HIT-EST v4.5.4 Li and Godzik105 http://www.bioinformatics.org/cd-hit/

BLAST v2.8.1 Camacho et al.106 https://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/blast/executables/

blast+/2.8.1/

TransDecoder v5.0.2 Brian Haas https://github.com/TransDecoder/TransDecoder

Gene-Wise v2.4.1 Birney et al.107 https://www.ebi.ac.uk/�birney/wise2/

StringTie v1.3.5 Pertea et al.108 https://github.com/gpertea/stringtie/releases

PASApipeline v2.0.2 Campbell et al.109 https://github.com/PASApipeline/PASApipeline
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EvidenceModeler v1.1.1 Haas et al.110 https://github.com/EVidenceModeler/

EVidenceModeler/releases

OrthoFinder v2.4.0 Emms et al.111 https://github.com/davidemms/OrthoFinder/releases

Diamond v2.0.4.142 Buchfink et al.112 https://github.com/bbuchfink/diamond/releases/

STAG v1.0.0 Emms et al.113 https://github.com/davidemms/STAG/releases

STRIDE v1 Emms et al.114 https://github.com/davidemms/STRIDE

r8s v1.71 Sanderson et al.115 http://loco.biosci.arizona.edu/r8s/

PAML v4.5 Yang et al.116 http://abacus.gene.ucl.ac.uk/software/paml.html

CAFE v5.0 De Bie et al.117 https://github.com/hahnlab/CAFE

Fastp v0.20.0 Chen et al.118 https://github.com/OpenGene/fastp/releases

FastQC v0.11.9 Simon Andrews https://github.com/s-andrews/FastQC

CPC2 v1.0.1 Kang et al.119 https://github.com/gao-lab/CPC2_standalone

Bowtie2 v2.3.4.1 Langmead et al.120 http://bowtie-bio.sourceforge.net/bowtie2/

manual.shtml

RSEM v1.2.12 Li et al.121 https://github.com/deweylab/RSEM/releases

DEseq2 v1.14.1 Love et al.122 https://bioconductor.org/packages/release/

bioc/html/DESeq2.html

preprocessCore v1.44.0 Ben Bolstad https://github.com/bmbolstad/preprocessCore

Sentieon Genomics Tools Kendig et al.123 https://www.sentieon.com/

GATK v3.8.1 McKenna et al.124 https://github.com/broadinstitute/gatk/releases

GenMap v1.3.0 Pockrandt et al.125 https://github.com/cpockrandt/genmap/releases

SnpEff v5.1 Cingolani et al.126 http://pcingola.github.io/SnpEff/

PLINK v1.90b6.6 Purcell et al.127 https://zzz.bwh.harvard.edu/plink/download.shtml

PHYLIP v3.69 Baum et al.128 https://evolution.gs.washington.edu/phylip/

PCAngsd v1.10 Meisner and Albrechtsen129;

Fumagalli et al.130
http://www.popgen.dk/software/index.php/

PCAngsd

NGSadmix v3.2 Skotte46 http://www.popgen.dk/software/index.php/

NgsAdmix

STRUCTURE v2.3.4 Pritchard et al.45 https://web.stanford.edu/group/pritchardlab/

structure_software/release_versions/v2.3.4/

release/

PCAdapt v4.3.2 Luu et al.131 https://github.com/bcm-uga/pcadapt

CLUMPAK (last accessed on 2022.11.20) Kopelman et al.132 http://clumpak.tau.ac.il/

EIGENSOFT v7.2.1 Price et al.133 https://github.com/DReichLab/EIG

VCFtools v0.1.17 Danecek et al.134 https://sourceforge.net/projects/vcftools/files/

Dsuite v0.4 Malinsky et al.42 https://github.com/millanek/Dsuite

TreeMix v1.13 Pickrell et al.43 https://bitbucket.org/nygcresearch/treemix/

downloads/

OptM v0.1.6 Fitak135 https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/OptM/

index.html

BA3-SNPs v3.0.4 Wilson and Rannala136;

Mussmann et al.44
https://github.com/stevemussmann/

BayesAss3-SNPs

PSMC v0.6.5-r67 Li et al.51 https://github.com/lh3/psmc

BCFtools v1.4 Danecek et al.134 http://www.htslib.org/download/

PopSizeABC v1 Boitard et al.52 https://github.com/stsmall/popsizeabc

minimap v2-2.17 Li et al.137 https://github.com/lh3/minimap2

IGV v2.4.14 Robinson et al.138 https://software.broadinstitute.org/software/igv/

download

geosphere v1.5-18 Robert J. Hijmans https://github.com/rspatial/geosphere

vegan v2.6-4 Oksanen139 https://cran.rstudio.com/

LEA v3.10.0 Caye et al.50 https://cran.rstudio.com/
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact Changwei

Shao (shaocw@ysfri.ac.cn).

Materials availability
This study did not generate any new unique reagents.

Data and code availability
d The genome sequences, genome assembly, transcriptome sequencing data and population re-sequencing data have been

deposited at CNGB under accession code CNP0001930.

d All software and packages used was publicly accessible, and this study does not report original code.

d Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon request.
EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Source organisms
The experimental procedures were in accordance with the guidelines approved by the institutional review board on bioethics and

biosafety of BGI (IRB-BGI). The experiment was authorized by IRB-BGI (under NO. BGI-IRB A20007), and the procedures in IRB-

BGI meet good clinical practice (GCP) principles. For genome sequencing, the muscle tissue of a female Antarctic krill was used

for PacBio CCS sequencing, while the other female for PacBio CLR and WGS short-reads sequencing. Additionally, the muscle tis-

sues from twelve Antarctic krill were used for Hi-C sequencing. For transcriptome sequencing, the muscle tissue and whole body

from two female Antarctic krill were used for Iso-seq long reads sequencing, respectively; the short-reads RNA sequencing data

was obtained from the tissues (head, eye, appendage, gill, and muscle) of another seven female Antarctic krill individually. For whole

genome re-sequencing, themuscles of adult Antarctic krill from four geographical groups, Prydz Bay (18 samples, including 9 female

and 9male), Ross Sea (20 samples, including 14 female and 6male), SouthGeorgia (18 samples, including 8 female and 10male), and

South Shetland Islands (19 samples, including 9 female and 10male) were collected. In addition, to explore the studies on population

genetics, and evolutionary history of Antarctic krill, three North Pacific krill samples as outgroups were collected from the Yellow Sea

(123�58.360E 34�59.350N).

METHOD DETAILS

Sampling and sequencing
Whole-genome sequencing of short reads

Female adult of Antarctic krill for genome sequencing was collected from South Shetland Island. Total genomic DNA was extracted

using NucleoBond HMW DNA KIT (MACHEREY-NAGEL, Germany), then were stored in TE buffer. To construct whole genome

sequencing short read libraries, six major steps were performed: genomic DNA interruption, fragment selection, end-repair, adding

adapter, PCR amplification, and library purification. In details, the extracted DNA was firstly sheared into 50–800 bp fragments with

treating time of 20 s, acoustic duty factor of 25%, peak incident power of 500W, cycles per burst of 500 and for 24 cycles. Fragments
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ranged from 150 bp to 500 bp were selected and treated with T4 DNA polymerase (Enzymatics, Beverly, USA) for 30 min at 20�C to

obtain blunt ends. TheDNA fragmentswere next ligated to T-tailed adapters and amplified. The temperature profile was 3min at 95�C
followed by 8 cycles of 20 s at 98�C, 15 s at 60�C, 30 s at 72�C, and 10 min at 72�C for further elongation. AMPure XP beads (Agen-

court, Beverly, USA) were used to purify the PCR reaction. The whole-genome sequencing (WGS) short reads libraries were subse-

quently sequenced on DNBSEQ-T1 and BGI-SEQ500 platforms in BGI-Qingdao. A total of 4.01 Tb WGS short reads was generated

(Table S1).

Hi-C sequencing

To construct Hi-C library, the formaldehyde-fixed muscular tissue was placed into a pre-chilled dounce homogeniser with nuclei

isolation buffer consisted of 10 mM Tris-HCl, 2 mM EDTA, 250 mM sucrose, 3 mM CaCl2, 2 mMMgAC2, 1x protease inhibitor cock-

tail, 1 mM DTT, 0.2% NP-40, 0.4 U/mL RNase inhibitor and 1% BSA, then homogenized and strained through a 100 mm cell strainer,

centrifuged at 300 x g for 5 min at 4�C to pellet nuclei. Resuspend the nuclei and then strained through a 40 mm cell strainer (Falcon).

The extracted nuclei were resuspended with 250 mL 0.5%SDS at 62�C for 10 min, adding 725 mL water and 125 mL 10% Triton X-100

to quench the SDS, 37�C for 15min. Next the chromatin was digested by restriction enzyme (DpnII/MboI/Sau3AI) (NEB) at 37�Cover-

night, labeled with biotin-14-dCTP and end-repaired. The resulting blunt-ended fragments were ligated in situ at 23�C for 4h and then

treated with ExoI at 37�C for 45 min. Collect the nuclei pellet and isolated DNA, by adding 10 mg/mL proteinase K and 1% SDS 65�C
overnight, the formaldehyde cross-link was reversed. In order to remove the biotin-14-dCTP from the end of unligated DNA, 10 mg of

DNA were incubated with T4 DNA polymerase, dTTP and dATP, 20�C for 1h. Shearing the DNA with LE220, the biotin-containing

fragments were captured by Dynabeads MyOne Streptavidin T1 (Invitrogen). Following by end-repaired, adaptor ligation, PCR

enrichment and cyclization, the Hi-C libraries were created and sequenced on DNBSEQ-T1 in BGI-Qingdao. A total of 11.38 Tb

Hi-C data was generated (Table S1).

PacBio CLR sequencing

The same female adult of Antarctic krill as above whole genome sequencing of short reads was used to do the long read sequencing.

Total genomic DNA was extracted using NucleoBond HMWDNA KIT (MACHEREY-NAGEL, Germany), and then stored in TE buffer.

To construct library for PacBio CLR sequencing, the Antarctic krill genomic DNAwas sheared to�20 kb, and short fragments shorter

than 7 kb were filtered out using BluePippin (Sage Science, MA, USA) and converted into the proprietary SMRTbell library using the

SMRTbell Template Prep Kit 1.0 (Pacific Biosciences, CA, USA). The SMRT bell libraries were subsequently sequenced using a

PacBio Sequel instrument with the V3.0 sequencing reagent and SMRT Cell (1M, V3) by Tianjin Biochip Corporation. A total of

3.06 Tb CLR subreads was generated (Table S1).

PacBio HiFi-CCS sequencing

The genomic DNA was extracted from muscle of another female Antarctic krill using NucleoBond HMW DNA KIT (MACHEREY-

NAGEL, Germany). The integrity of the DNA was determined using the Agilent 4200 Bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies, Palo Alto,

California). To construct library for HiFi-CCS sequencing, eight micrograms of genomic DNA were sheared and concentrated with

AMPure PB magnetic beads. Each SMRT bell library was constructed using Pacific Biosciences SMRTbell Template Prep Kit

v1.0. The constructed library was selected by Sage ELF for molecules 11–15 kb in size, followed by primer annealing and binding

of SMRT bell templates to polymerases with the DNA Polymerase Binding Kit (Pacific Biosciences, CA, USA). Sequencing was per-

formed on the Pacific Bioscience Sequel II for 30 h by Annoroad Gene Technology company. A total of 8.54 Tb CCS subreads was

generated (Table S1).

RNA sequencing of short reads

Five tissues were obtained, including three head, one eye, one appendage, one gill and one muscle (each tissue from one individual)

for total RNA extraction of Antarctic krill, VAHTS mRNA-seq v2 Library Prep Kit for Illumina (Vazyme NR611-02) was used following

the manufacturer’s instructions. Libraries were constructed using the TruSeq Stranded mRNA LT Sample Prep Kit (Illumina, San

Diego, CA, USA) and sequenced on the Illumina sequencing platform (Illumina HiSeq 2500) to generate 150 bp paired end reads

by Berry Genomics. A total of 111.45 Gb short RNA reads generated (Table S1).

RNA sequencing of long reads

We collected muscle from one individual and whole body from another individual for full length transcriptome sequencing. Total RNA

was extracted using QIAsymphony RNA Kit (Qiagen, Germany), and then stored in TE buffer. For long-read RNA-seq (PacBio Iso-

Seq), RNA samples were assessed by measuring the RNA Integrity Number (RIN) and concentration using an Agilent 2100 instru-

ment. RNA purity and contamination can be assessed through UV-spectrophotometry using a Nanodrop spectrophotometer. A total

amount of 2 mg RNA was required for the RNA sample preparation. The first-strand cDNA synthesis and PCR amplification was per-

formedwith NEBNextSingle Cell/Low Input cDNASynthesis & AmplificationModule and PacBio Iso-Seq ExpressOligo Kit. SMRTbell

Template Prep Kit was used to generate SMRTbell libraries with processes including DNA damage repair, end-repair, polyA-tailing

and adaptor ligation. Library quality was assessed by the Agilent Bioanalyzer 2100 system. Finally, the primers and enzyme were

binding to the SMRT template to construct a complete SMRT bell library. The SMRTbell libraries were prepared according to the

Isoform Sequencing Protocol (Iso-Seq) using the Clontech SMARTer PCR cDNA Synthesis Kit Sequencing was carried out on the

Pacific Bioscience Sequel II in Berry Genomics. A total of 267.45 Gb Iso-seq subreads was generated, from which 15.00 Gb CCS

reads was produced (Table S1).
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Genome assembly and evaluation
Assembly of Antarctic krill genome

Five major steps were conducted to assemble the Antarctic krill genome: 1) correct CLR (Continuous Long Reads) and generate the

HiFi-CCS reads based on HiFi-CCS subreads; 2) all-to-all alignment with corrected CLR reads and HiFi-CCS reads; 3) build a pre-

liminary genome assembly; 4) error correction (‘polishing’) using WGS short reads; 5) anchor the preliminary genome to chromo-

some-level with Hi-C data. The details were as follows.

In the first step, CLR were self-corrected by NextDenovo v2.30 (https://github.com/Nextomics/NextDenovo) to reduce the error

ratio of reads with the parameters ‘read_cuoff = 1k, seed_cutoff = 10k, seed_cutfiles = 148, blocksize = 10g, pa_raw_align = 1,

pa_correction = 1, minimap2_options_raw = -x ava-pb -t 14, correction_options = -p 28 -dbuf, sort_options = -m 80g -t 28 -k 60’.

At this stage, 3059.79 Gb CLR reads were fed into the NextDenovo and 743.72 Gb corrected CLR were generated (Table S1). To

evaluate the quality of corrected CLR data, we randomly select 1,000 CLR reads and mapped WGS short reads to them using

BWA85 v0.7.12. The resulting mapping error rate were calculated using SAMtools84 v1.7, which suggested that the corrected CLR

reads were adequate for downstream genome assembly. For the HiFi-CCS reads, we first determined the predicted accuracy of

HiFi-CCS reads and pass number (one can presume that a higher number of passes can produce more multiple alignment informa-

tion resulting in better-quality HiFi-CCS reads). HiFi-CCS reads with a predicted accuracy of at least Q20 (99%) were retained by the

HiFi-CCS v4.0.0 (https://www.pacb.com/support/software-downloads/) with the parameter ‘–min-passes 5’. Finally, a total of

734.99 Gb (8.61% of HiFi-CCS subreads) HiFi-CCS reads with an N50 length of 11,446 bp were generated, accounting for 15.31-

fold genome coverage.

In the second step, the all-to-all alignment proceeded by combining corrected CLR and HiFi-CCS reads using minimp2137 v2-2.17

with the parameters ‘-x ava-pb -t 28 -w17 –mode 1 –kn 18’. In the third step, Nextgraph in NextDenovo v2.40 was used to cope with

the all-to-all alignment and generate a primary genome assembly. In the fourth step, WGS short reads were aligned to primary as-

sembly using BWA and SAMtools. The alignment was then fed into Pilon86 v1.23 to lower base call errors and improve genome ac-

curacy (‘polishing’). Thus, we obtained a draft assembly that consisted of 298,755 contigs with an N50 of 178.99 kb and a total

length of 47.97 Gb (Table S1). In the fifth step, we used Lachesis87 v201701 to cluster, order and orient the contigs with following

parameters ‘CLUSTER_MIN_RE_SITES = 48, CLUSTER_MAX_LINK_DENSITY = 1, CLUSTER_NONINFORMATIVE_RATIO = 3,

ORDER_MIN_N_RES_IN_TRUNK = 50, ORDER_MIN_N_RES_IN_SHREDS = 10’. Then Juicer-box88 v1.91 was used to generate

Hi-C contact matrix and visualize it. Next, the top 17 longest super-scaffolds based on the karyotype of Antarctic krill were selected

as chromosomes,19,20 which consists of 182,702 contigs with a length of 31.67 Gb (66.01% of contigs in length) anchored onto chro-

mosomes (Table S1).

Evaluation of the assembled genome

We compared the Antarctic krill genome assembly with 154 published invertebrate genomes, especially malacostracan crustaceans

that much smaller genomes, the marbled crayfish79 (P. virginalis) (3.29 Gb, contig N50 1.19 kb) and Pacific white shrimp22

(L. vannamei) (1.66 Gb, contig N50 86.86 kb), the Antarctic krill assembly showsmuch longer contig N50 values (Figure 1B; Table S1).

We further evaluated the completeness and accuracy of the assembled genome in three methods. In the first method, the general

completeness was examined by mapping WGS short reads to genome. The WGS short reads were filtered using SOAPnuke101

v2.1.5 with the parameters ‘-n 0.1 -q 0.5 -L 12’, and thenweremapped to the assembled genome using BWA to evaluate the complete-

ness of the whole genome. A total of 7,868,405,470 bp (14.703) WGS short clean reads were mapped to the genome with a mapping

rate of 96.42% (Table S1). In the secondmethod, RNA sequencing readsweremapped to the reference assembly to further validate the

coding regions of the genome. A total of 10.30 Gb of HiFi-CCS reads (called from 267.45 Gb subreads) (N50: 3,905 bp) were produced

by the single-molecule real-time (SMRT) isoform sequencing (Iso-Seq) v3.3.3 (https://github.com/PacificBiosciences/IsoSeq) using

PacBio platform, and thenweremapped to genome using GMAP89 v2021-12-12, and achieving amapping rate of 79.84%.Meanwhile,

419.06Gbof short RNA-seq reads producedby IlluminaHiSeq2500were aligned togenomeusingHISAT290 v2.1.0with amapping rate

of 78.68% (Table S1). In the thirdmethod, UCEswere used to assess the completeness of the non-coding region of the genome. A self-

identified UCEs were constructed based on distantly genetic-related species included a demosponge (Amphimedon queenslandica)

from the phylum Porifera, a hydra (Hydra magnipapillata), a sea anemone (Nematostella vectensis) from the phylum Cnidaria, a sea ur-

chin (Strongylocentrotus purpuratus) from the phylumEchinodermata, a fruit fly (Drosophilamelanogaster) from the phylumArthropoda,

and human (Homo sapiens) from the phylum Chordata.147 Briefly, pairwise whole-genome alignments were performed using BLAT91

v319 with default parameters. Only the regions with a minimum coverage of 75%, a minimum identity of 75%, and more than 50 bp

in length in all species were retained, and finally 81 UCEs were yielded. The sequences of these 81 UCEs were subsequently aligned

to the genomes of Antarctic krill using BLAT. All BLAT alignments were filtered for a minimum of 75% identity and coverage. We iden-

tified 55 of 81 non-exonic UCEs in the Antarctic krill genome. The same evaluation was performed for Litopenaeus vanname and

P. virginalis. We could detect 50 of 81 UCEs in the genome of L. vannamei, and 50 of 81 UCEs inP. virginalis, revealing that the Antarctic

krill assembly is of similar quality and completeness despite its much larger size.

Genome annotation
Identification of repetitive sequences

We used two approaches to identify repeat elements in the genome: homolog-based prediction and de novo prediction. We used

RepeatMasker93 v4.0.6 and RepeatProteinMask96 v4.0.6 to perform homolog prediction based on the RepBase library94 v202101
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and used Tandem Repeats Finder95 v4.07 to find tandem repeats. RepeatModeler96 v1.0.4 and LTR-Finder97 v1.06 were used to

perform de novo prediction of repeat sequences and the results were combined as the library for RepeatMasker to identify and clas-

sify repeat elements. We identified 72.15% repetitive sequences in the assembly (Table S2). To confirm the tandem repeats in

genome, we also predicted the tandem repeat on long reads using the same pipeline, and 35.25% tandem repeats in whole genome

were annotated (Figure 1C). We next downloaded the genomes of A. mexicanum, L. vannamei, P. virginalis, and P. annectens. The

same method was used to get the repeat information of the species and identified 57.13%, 51.64%, 32.42%, and 61.70% repetitive

sequences, respectively of first round identification (Table S2). Two rounds of repetitive sequences in Australian lungfish genome

were formerly predicted.15 Referring to the method used in the repeat annotation of Australian lungfish, we masked the genome

with repeat sequence of the first round and performed additional repeat annotation in Antarctic krill and other genomes. The repetitive

sequences reached up to 92.45% of Antarctic krill genome (Table S2). We also re-annotated the first round of the other 46 inverte-

brate genomes using the same pipeline, which combined de novo and homolog-based methods (Figure 1E; Table S2).

To investigate factors that could influence the krill genome assembly, we assessed the following features in each contig: length, GC

content, percentage of tandem repeat (TR) regions, percentage of TE regions (excluding nested TRs), and percentage of genic re-

gions. We obtained a pairwise correlation matrix using the R package ‘PerformanceAnalytics’ with default parameters. Furthermore,

96.39% of TRs regions were calculated to be overlapped with TEs using BEDTools92 v2.29.

Gene structure prediction

We used both homology-based and RNA-seq-based methods to predict the genemodels in the Antarctic krill genome. For homology-

based prediction, we mapped the protein sequences of six published Arthropoda genomes (L. vannamei,22 P. virginalis,79 Portunus

trituberculatus,78 Eriocheir sinensis,75 Hyalella azteca,76 and D. melanogaster74) onto the Antarctic krill genome using BLAT and then

used Gene-Wise107 v2.4.1 to predict gene structures. For next-generation RNA-sequencing annotation, we aligned the RNA-

sequencing data82,83 to the genome using HISAT2 and used the alignments as input for StringTie108 v1.3.5. TransDecoder v5.0.2

(https://github.com/TransDecoder/TransDecoder) was used to predict ORFs and identify gene structure. For the full-length transcript

annotation, long-read RNA-seq transcripts were obtained by removing the redundant sequences using CD-HIT-EST105 v.4.5.4 with the

parameters ‘-aL 0.90 -AL 100 -aS 0.99 -AS 30’, followed mapping of the non-redundant transcripts to genome by BLAT and GMAP.

Genes predicted from the above methods were then merged to a consensus gene set using EvidenceModeler110 v.1.1.1 (EVM). The

genes with intron size >130 kb (�1% of whole introns) was manually checked using the alignment results of full-length transcripts

and modified according to the evidence within gene loci. The genes shorter than 150 bp were removed. Finally, PASApipeline109

v2.0.2 was developed to improve the quality of genome annotation. The final non-redundant gene set contains 28,834 genes (Table S1).

Gene function annotation

The web resource Inter-Pro148 was used to correlate protein domains and motifs with the publicly available databases Pfam,28

PRINTS,149 PROSITE,150 Pro-Dom,151 and PANTHER.152 Gene Ontology153 (GO) classifications of genes were extracted from

Inter-Pro. We also mapped the Antarctic krill genes to KEGG154 (Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes) database, and em-

ployed BLAST106 v.2.8.1 to search the public protein databases COG155 (Cluster of Orthologous Groups), NR156 (non-redundant pro-

tein sequences in NCBI), SwissProt,157 and TrEMBL157 (TRanslation of EMBL (nucleotide sequences that are not in Swiss-Prot). The

final functional annotation results showed that 92.35% of genes have homologous genes in public databases.

Repetitive sequences analysis
Comparison of repetitive sequences

We collected the genome-wide percentages of five repeat types, including tandem repeats (TRs), DNA transposons, long terminal

repeats (LTRs), long interspersed nuclear elements (LINEs), and short interspersed nuclear elements (SINEs) for the 46 invertebrates,

and we obtained a correlation matrix using the R package ‘PerformanceAnalytics’ v1.5.3 (https://github.com/braverock/

PerformanceAnalytics) with default parameters. To further depict the relationship among the subtypes of repeats, we counted the

percentages of top 54 different repeat subtypes, using the R package ‘pheatmap’ v1.0.12 (https://rdrr.io/cran/pheatmap/man/

pheatmap.html), and performed clustering analysis by both species and repeat subtypes.

We counted the tandem repeat length of each unit length in long reads and the genome assembly of Antarctic krill, L. vannamei, and

P. virginalis. We divided the tandem repeats into three groups according to the repetitive unit length of 2-6 bp (micro satellites),

7–50 bp (small satellites), and 51–249 bp (satellites) (Table S2) and plotted the percentage of each unit length (Figure 1C). The Fisher

exact test was used to compare the TRs between Antarctic krill and other species. Satellite sequences with unit length between 51

and 249 bp, which were abundant in Antarctic krill, has a relatively higher frequency and longer average length in long reads than

genome assembly, with the average length of 1507.35 bp and 1,076.06 bp, respectively (Table S2). Among these TRs, for the unit

length of 200 bp, the TR frequency of long reads is quite more than that of genome assembly (Figure 1C).

The phylogenetic tree of DNA/CMC-EnSpm

In Antarctic krill genome, we identified DNA transposons made up the largest portion of transposable elements (45.72%) and the

dominant subtype DNA/CMC-EnSpm (42.02%) (Table S2). We randomly extracted a total of 10,000 DNA/CMC-EnSpm sequences,

389 and 21, and 9,590 for L. vannamei, P. virginalis, and Antarctic krill, respectively (the number was calculated by the proportion of

DNA/CMC-EnSpm of each species). And we aligned these sequences using MAFFT98 v6.864b to build the phylogenetic tree using

FastTree99 v2.1.10, rooted by TreeBeST v1.9.2 (http://treesoft.sourceforge.net/treebest.shtml) and visualized with iTols100 v6

(Figure 1F).
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Transposable elements activity

To explore the expansion history of transposable elements of Antarctic krill, we further used a custom Perl script parseRM.pl (https://

github.com/4ureliek/Parsing-RepeatMasker-Outputs) to estimate the TE activities in Antarctic krill based on alignment outputs from

RepeatMasker. The substitution rate was set as 6.19 3 10�10 per site per generation. The analysis result was packed into bin per

2 mya.

Calculation of GC content

WemappedWGS short reads to the corrected genome using BWA, using the ‘makewindows’ function to divide the genome into 1 kb

non-overlapping windows. Next, the GC content was obtained using the ‘nuc’ function in BEDTools92 v2.29, while the reads depth of

each windowwas obtained using the ‘bedcov’ function in SAMtools.We also directly compared theGC content of sequencing reads.

Firstly, we randomly selected the WGS short (NGS) reads, CLR, and HiFi-CCS reads, then the GC content of each type reads were

calculated, revealing a similar GC content (Figure S2C). Then the GC content and genome size of published invertebrate assemblies

were calculated (Table S1). Finally, the relationship between the GC content against genome size among these species was showed

by a scatterplot (Figure S2D).

After repeat annotation, we converted the annotation file to BED format using gff2bed in BEDOPS141 v2.4.35, then the GC content

of each type of repetitive sequences and gene regions were calculated using the BEDTools ‘nuc’ function.

Genome-wide protein domains annotation

To depict the genetic basis for the TE expansion, we annotated all Pfam-A protein domains from the Pfam database28 of 18 arthro-

pods and 28 molluscan genomes. All these genomes were collected from open access databases, such as NCBI and Ensembl. We

translated each genomewith 6-phasemodel using EMBOSS102 v6.5.7 and searched domains across the genomes using HMMER103

v3.1b2 with default parameters. Furthermore, we analyzed the top 20 domains detected in Antarctic krill, and calculated their density

in all 47 invertebrate species (Figure 2D).

Comparative genomics related to adaptation
Phylogeny, gene family, and divergence time

To determine the phylogenetic relationship of the Antarctic krill and other species (Aedes aegypti,72 Bicyclus anynana,73

D. melanogaster,74 E. sinensis,75 H. azteca,76 Ixodes scapularis,77 P. trituberculatus,78 L. vannamei,22 P. virginalis,79 Tetranychus

urticae,80 and Strigamia maritima81) were used. The longest transcripts of each gene were selected. We also filtered the genes

with shorter than 30 amino acids. OrthoFinder111 v2.4.0 was used to identify single-copy genes families based on the alignments

generated using Diamond112 v2.0.4.142. In 12 invertebrates, we identified 95 single-copy gene families. With these single copy

genes, a phylogenetic tree was inferred, using the OrthoFinder hybrid species-overlap/duplication-loss coalescent model in

STAG113 v1.0.0, and rooted using STRIDE114 v1 (Figure 3B).

For divergence time calculation, the tree of 12 species was changed to an ultrametric tree using r8s115 v1.71 with calibration data

form TimeTree website.158 MCMCTREE analysis in the PAML116 v4.5 package was employed to estimate divergence times with the

nucleotide substitutionmodel set as JC69 and other parameters set as default. CAFE117 v5.0was used to identify gene-family expan-

sion with ‘–error_model’ parameter as the statistical foundation. There were 2,191 expanded families (25 significant expansion after p

value correction; Benjamini-Hochberg p value <0.05) and 1,951 contracted families (30 significant contraction after p value correc-

tion; Benjamini-Hochberg p value <0.05) in Antarctic krill (Figure 3B; Table S3).

Transcriptome analysis

Fastp118 v0.20.0 was used for the removal of adapter sequences and for quality trimming of reads with default parameters. FastQC

v0.11.9 (https://github.com/s-andrews/FastQC) was used to check the quality of reads. HISAT2 was used to align paired end reads

of each sample to the Antarctic krill reference genome. Novel transcripts were detected using StringTie on HISAT2 alignment results.

CPC2119 v1.0.1 was used to predict potential coding transcripts. Bowtie2120 v2.3.4.1 was used to re-align, with novel potential cod-

ing transcripts and reference transcripts as queries.

The expression level of genes was calculated using RSEM121 v1.2.12. The expression of genes in expanded families is shown in

Figure 3D and Table S3. For seasonal transcriptome, samples in Lazarev Sea were used to analyze different expression because this

place has extreme day and night phenomenon. Genes differentially expressed were identified by DEseq2122 v1.14.1. Differentially

expressed genes (DEGs) were identified using a Benjamini-Hochberg corrected p value (p-adj) cutoff value of 0.05 and a minimum

absolute 2-fold change (log2FC > 1). DEGs related with molting and energy metabolism were shown (Figure 3F; Table S3).

To compare the relationship between gene length and expression level among krill tissues, we performed quantile normalization on

the expression matrix using the ‘‘preprocessCore’’ v1.44.0 in R (https://github.com/bmbolstad/preprocessCore). As for the expres-

sion of long genes (>180 kb) in krill, we identified the homolog genes from the long genes among E. superba, Homarus americanus,

Procambarus clarkii, Penaeus indicus, and Penaeus monodon using the RBH method. Taking krill as a reference, the homologous

gene pairs were identified as homologous gene sets to calculate the quantile normalized gene expression matrix. Nonparametric

tests and Benjamini-Hochberg corrected p value were used to compare the distribution difference between different groups

(Figures S1G–S1J). The long gene was visualized using IGV138 v2.4.14 (Figure 2A).

Circadian E-box identification

We took advantage of the long RNA-seq to estimate the position of transcription start sites (TSSs) of each gene. In eukaryotes, core

promoter regions – including initiator (Inr), TATA-box, downstream promoter element, and CpG islands – are usually found from
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500 bp upstream to 500 bp downstream the TSS. Since other promoter elements, such as ATG deserts and E-boxes, may be found at

a greater distance,159 we extended the search for the E-box element up to 2,000 bp upstream the TSS. Next, we analyzed the pu-

tative promoter region of the main clock genes that, according to literature, should be under the CLK/CYC control looking for the

consensus E-box motif ‘CA[AT/TA]TG’. Briefly, a frequency matrix of E-box (transcription factor binding sites), MA0249.1 and

MA0249.2, were downloaded from the JASPAR CORE database (http://jaspar.genereg.net). We extracted the gene sequences

from the genome according to the gene structure annotation, then mapped the gene sequence back to the PacBio HiFi-CCS reads

using BLAT with default parameters. We only kept the hits where the start 100 bp of the gene sequences were located within the

HiFi-CCS reads for the downstream analysis. Next, the 2,000 bp 50 flanking sequences were extracted from the HiFi-CCS reads

by ‘subseq’ function of seqkit142 v0.10.2. The E-box frequency matrices, MA0249.1.meme and MA0249.2.meme, were used to

scan the flanking sequence from the previous step by applying the ‘fimo’ function of MEME143 v5.3.3 to locate the position of

E-box sequences. Finally, we sorted the candidate regions according to mapping identity and filtered out candidate regions with

less than three reads.

SNP detection
Follow the same method in WGS short reads sequencing, we produced the whole genome sequencing reads of Antarctic krill (75 in-

dividuals) and North Pacific krill (three individuals used as an outgroup) on DNBSEQ-T1 platform (a total of 64.60 Tb data), and then

filtered the low-quality reads using SOAPnuke with the parameters ‘-n 0.1 -q 0.5 -L 12’. To accelerate the alignment and SNP detec-

tion for our huge genome, Sentieon Genomics Tools v202010.02 (https://www.sentieon.com/) was used for alignment, sorting, dupli-

cate removal, re-alignment, haplotype calling for each sample, and joint calling. Serious steps of filtering steps were performed to

obtain a high-quality SNP dataset. Firstly, we usedGATK124 v3.8.1 VariantFiltration to perform hard filtering of SNPs with the criterion

of ‘QD < 2.0 || MQ < 40.0 || FS > 60.0 || ReadPosRankSum < �8.0 || MQRankSum < �12.5 || SOR >3.0’ as recommended by GATK.

Secondly, only biallelic SNPswere used in the downstream analysis. Thirdly, we used the programGenMap125 v1.3.0 to calculate the

mappability across the whole genome, for the uniqueness of 35-mers with no more than one mismatch. The length of genome with

mappabilityR0.1 is 13,621,110,494 (Table S4). After the filtration, a total of 364,568,426 SNPs was used to do the population genetic

analyses. Random selected SNPs located on the genic and inter-genic regions were verified by PCR amplification and sanger

sequencing.

Population structure and genetic diversity
Population structure analysis

In the Antarctic map, the Antarctic Divergence separating the prevailing Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC) with the Antarctic

Coastal Current (ACoC), the gyres in the Ross Sea, and the Weddell Sea were schematic illustration based on previous study.160,161

We firstly excluded the individuals with sequencing depth less than 103 to avoid bias caused by low sequencing depth, and thus a

total of 66 samples were used in population structure analysis. To avoid potential bias caused by linkage disequilibrium (LD), LD prun-

ing were performed using PLINK127 v1.90b6.6 with the parameters ‘–indep-pairwise 2,000,100 0.2’.We finally produced a prune SNP

dataset containing 47,555,257 SNPs from whole genome-wide 364,568,426 SNPs after LD pruning. The 1-IBS (identity by state) ge-

netic distance matrix was calculated using PLINK with parameter ‘–distance 1-ibs’, and a neighbor-joining phylogenetic tree was

constructed using the PHYLIP128 package v3.69. The Newick tree was visualized in Figtree v1.4.3 (http://tree.bio.ed.ac.uk/

software/figtree/). PCA (principal component analysis) was performed using EIGENSOFT133 v7.2.1 with parameters ‘numoutevec:

20 numoutlieriter: 0 qtmode: 0’. Meanwhile, we also performed the PCA analysis based on removing high divergent SNPs (using three

different FST cutoffs including 0.05, 0.10 and 0.15, separately) to detect the population structure with same parameters

(Figures S3Q–S3T).

STRUCTURE45 v2.3.4 was used to perform ancestry inference. Considering the limitation in computational speed and computer

memory of this software to handle large-scale SNP datasets, 20 small datasets with each containing 100,000 random SNPs selected

from genome-wide LD pruned SNPs were produced. The ancestry inference for 20 small datasets was run with 10,000 burn-in pe-

riods with 20,000 Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) steps using an admixture model and correlated allele frequencies among

groups for each value K (number of assumed ancestral components) ranging from 1 to 6, separately. To calculate the value of K

with the best model, we used the DK method which was achieved in CLUMPAK.132

Another two tools were also used to discover the population structure, including PCAngsd129,130 v1.10 and NGSadmix v3.2. For

PCAngsd analysis, the input BEAGLE files based on genotype likelihoods were firstly conversed by VCFtools134 v0.1.17, and then

PCAngsd was run with no iteration for estimation of individual allele frequencies and none iteration for minor allele frequencies esti-

mation in BEAGLE files, as well as 100 iterations for estimation of individual allele frequencies and 200 iterations for minor allele fre-

quencies estimation in PLINK files. The output covariance matrix was performed the PCA using R function "eigen" v3.6.2144, and

package ggplot2145 v3.4.0 for plotting (https://github.com/tidyverse/ggplot2). NGSadmix was run 5 replications with K (number of

assumed ancestral components) ranging from 1 to 6. To detect the true value of K, we used the DK method which achieved in

CLUMPAK.

In order to detect whether there are some SNP subsets, which influence whether the structuration pattern can be detected, we

constructed the filtered SNP sets by gradually removing the SNPs according to their FST values. We observed that the number of

SNPs with FST > 0.15 only accounts for 0.052% of whole SNPs, and the percentage of SNPs with FST > 0.05 is 3.32%. We found
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these four groups were ‘mixed’ when the SNPs with high FST values were removed. In details, when the SNPs with the FST > 0.1, the

individuals from four geographical groups are completely mixed, although 99.9% SNPs were retained (Figures S3Q–S3T). We

observed the SNPs of FST > 0.05 are distributed in 76.19% of assembled contigs, which implies that these high divergent SNPs

are scattered distributed across the genome, rather than concentrated in several genomic regions. The very small percentage of

SNPs (FST > 0.1) revealed that the Atlantic krill is no strong population structure.

Population genetic diversity

The genetic diversity (qp) was firstly calculated using VCFtools for each site with parameter ‘‘–site-pi’’ for each group, separately.

Then, the qp of each group was calculated as that the sum of qp on each site was divided by the length of effective genome length

(that is, the remain genome length by estimation of genome mappability using GenMap). Tajima’s D of each group was calculated

using VCFtools with non-overlapping window of 100 kb length with parameter ‘‘–TajimaD 100,000’’. The relatedness between

each pairwise of two individuals was calculated based on the unadjusted Ajk statistic using VCFtools with parameter ‘‘–relatedness’’.

FST of each group was calculated using with non-overlapping window of 100 kb length with parameter ‘‘–fst-window-size

100,000 –fst-window-step 100,000’’. We used permutation test to examine the significance of observed FST. In details, we randomly

shuffled the individuals to construct ‘mock groups’ and calculate the pairwise FST for the mock group pair, and we kept shuffling and

calculated FST for 200 times using VCFtools with same parameters. Then we compared the observed FST value of real geographical

groups to those of mock groups, one-side of more than 5% was used to determine the significance of FST. From the testing of FST
values between geographical groups and 200 mock groups replicates, we observed the signal of genetic structuration among SG,

SSI, and PB geographical groups.

Gene flow and population connectivity
D-statistic,162,163 also known as the ABBA-BABA statistic, was performed to assess the evidence of gene flow between groups. All

SNPs were used to assess the gene flow among four geographic groups, with three North Pacific krill samples specified to be the

outgroup, using ‘Dtrios’ command in Dsuite42 v0.4 with default parameters. TreeMix43 v1.13 was used to infer the migration events

among these four groupswith three North Pacific krill individuals as outgroup.We used 4,073,894 SNPswith inferred ancestral alleles

(ancestral alleles were defined as at the status of homologous genotype and at least two outgroup individuals have called genotypes)

for this analysis. TreeMix was applied to this dataset to generate maximum likelihood trees and rooted by outgroup (North Pacific

krill). Linkage disequilibrium was accounted by grouping SNPs into blocks of 2000 (–k 2000). Standard errors (–se) and bootstrap

replicates (–bootstrap) were used to evaluate the confidence in the inferred tree topology and the weight of migration events. Migra-

tion events (ranging from 0 to 8) were estimated, and ten independent runs were conducted. The optimal number of migration edges

was estimated by OptM135 v0.1.6. The result suggests the optimal number of migration edges is 1, and the highest likelihood was

chosen to graph this given migration scenario. The contemporary migration rates among sampling locations were evaluated using

the Bayesian inference approach BayesAss136 as implemented in the BA3-SNPs44 program, with 1.0 3 106 iterations, a burn-in of

1.03 105 steps and a sampling frequency of 100 (with parameters ‘‘-i 1,000,000 –sampling 100 –burnin 100,000’’) during the Markov

chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling. Ten independent runs initialized with different seeds were conducted to examine convergence

by comparing the posterior mean parameter estimates for concordance.

Detecting SNPs related to natural selection
To investigate and compare the role of geography and environment in shaping spatial genetic variation. The genetic distance is based

on linearized FST, which is calculated as FST/(1 - FST). The pairwise geographic distance was calculated using the R package ‘geo-

sphere’ v1.5-18 (https://github.com/rspatial/geosphere) based on the information of longitude and latitude. For each sampling loca-

tion, environmental data was collected from publicly available databases164 (ERA5monthly averaged data on single levels from 1959

to present: https://doi.org/10.24381/cds.f17050d7; Copernicus Marine Environment Monitoring Service-Global ocean biogeochem-

istry hindcast: https://doi.org/10.48670/moi-00019; Copernicus Marine Environment Monitoring Service-Global Ocean Physics Re-

analysis: https://doi.org/10.48670/moi-00021; Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS)：https://doi.org/10.5067/

TERRA/MODIS/L3M/CHL/2018, https://doi.org/10.5067/AQUA/MODIS/L3M/CHL/2022). Specifically, we chose ten environmental

variables with potential impacts on krill physiology and ecology from 2000 to 2020. The environmental variables were firstly scaled

using the function ‘‘scale’’ in R package ‘‘base’’ v4.0.4 with parameter ‘‘center = TRUE, scale = TRUE’’, and then the pairwise

Euclidean distance between each pair of sampling location was calculated using the function ‘‘vegdist’’ in R package ‘‘vegan’’

v2.6-4139 with parameter ‘‘method = euclidean, binary = TRUE, diag = TRUE, upper = TRUE’’. To test the significance between ge-

netic and geographic distance, patterns of isolation-by-distance (IBD) were examined using Mantel test by function ‘‘mantel’’ in R

package ‘‘vegan’’ Mantel tests with 999 permutations with parameter ‘‘method = pearson, permutations = 999’’. The isolation-by-

environment (IBE) was tested using partial Mantel test by function ‘‘mantel’’ in R package ‘‘vegan’’ Mantel tests with parameter

‘‘method = pearson, permutations = 999’’ while controlling for the effect of geographic distance.

To detect the potential loci and genes under local adaptation, we first extracted the SNPs in gene body and flanking 1 kb of the

upstream and downstream on genes. Meanwhile, the minor allele frequency less than 0.05 were removed, and finally 1,143,372

SNPs were remained to perform this analysis. We next used two tools including PCAdapt131 v4.3.2 and FSThet140 v1.0.1, which

were based on different approaches to reduce the false positive discovery. The first method inferred outliers based on principal

component analysis (PCA), which assumes that candidate markers are outliers with respect to how they are related to population
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structure. We used PCAdapt with parameter ‘‘K = 2’’, and the p values were adjusted using Benjamini-Hochberg (BH) method using

the function ‘‘p.adjust’’ in R v4.0.4. We detected 2,314 putative adaptive SNPs under an expected false discovery rate of a = 0.1. The

second method corresponds to FSThet, which identifies candidate loci by calculating smoothed quantiles between loci with strong

differentiation FST relative to their expected heterozygosity. We used FSThet with default parameters and detected 71,060 SNPs. We

obtained 1,028 SNPs potentially associated with natural selection by the intersect of the two tools.

Based on the environmental factors collected and genotypes called in this study, we detected whether genetic variation exhibit

association with ecological variables. We used a univariate latent-factor linear mixed model (LFMM) implemented in the function

‘‘lfmm2’’ of R package LEA50 v3.10.0 with parameter ‘‘-K 2’’ to search identified the associations between allele frequencies and

ten environmental variables, separately. Among the 1,028 SNPs detected by both PCAdapt and FSThet, 387 SNPswere also support

by at least one environmental factor, which located on 228 genes involved in 25 pathways. We also plot the genome-wide distribution

using R package ‘CMplot’ v4.2.0146 and the allele frequency of 387 adaptive SNPs in four groups using R package ‘scatterpie’ v0.1.8

(https://github.com/GuangchuangYu/scatterpie).

Demographic history inference
The generation time andmutation ratewere essential for demographic history inference. The generation timewas previously reported

to be 2 years of Antarctic krill from egg to adult.165 We then estimated the mutation rate following the previously described method

following the formula: m = D3 g/2T, where D is the sequence divergence, T is the estimated divergence time, and g is the generation

time.166 The pairwise alignment of between Antarctic krill and closely related species E. sinensis on whole-genome level showed the

observed sequence divergence of 17.2%, and further corrected to actual sequence divergence of 19.5% using the Jukes-Centor

model. The divergence time was estimated to be 315.65 mya in the comparative genome analysis above, and the generation time

is 2 years. Thus, the mutation per site per generation was estimated to be 6.193 10�10, and at a relatively low level for Antarctic krill

compared to other animals (Table S4).

PSMC51 v0.6.5-r67 was used to infer the history of effective population size (Ne). We first constructed a high-quality of diploid

consensus sequence for each sample using SAMtools mpileup and BCFtools134 v1.4 call with the parameters ‘-C50’ and ‘-d 3 -D

100’, separately. Then, the consensus sequence was transformed to FASTA-like format using fq2psmcfa with parameter ‘-q20’.

Finally, PSMC was used to infer the history of Ne parameter ‘-N25 -t15 -r5 -p 4 + 25*2 + 4+6’ with 100 rounds of bootstrapping.

The PSMC figure was drawn using an estimated Antarctic krill generation time (g) of 2 and a mutation rate per generation per site

(m) of 6.19 3 10�10. An approximate Bayesian computation method PopSizeABC52 v1 was used to estimate demographic history.

First the simulate summary statistics were carried out 5 times by the script ‘simul_data.py’. In each time, 100 simulated datasets

and 100 independent segments in each dataset were used. Then the script ‘stat_from_vcf’ was used to compute observed summary

statistics. Finally, the all simulate summary statistics and observed summary statistics were used to perform ABC (approximate

bayesian computation) estimation by the script ‘abc.R’. The minor allele frequency threshold was 0.2 for the allele frequency spec-

trum (AFS) and IBS (identity by state) statistics computation and LD (linkage disequilibrium) statistics computation in all steps.

The recent effective population size (Ne) of Antarctic krill was around 23106 (estimated by PSMC in recent 10 thousand years), and

the census population size (Nc) of Antarctic krill was estimated to be about 431014 (in total 300–500 million tones, and a weight of

about 1 g of each individual). Thus, the ratio of the effective population size (Ne) to census population size (Ne/Nc) is extremely low to

5 3 10�9 (23106/431014).

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

All quantitative and statistical analyses were performed using the R computational environment and packages described above. The

significance of difference of means between two data groups were conducted using the unpaired two-tailed Student’s t test in Fig-

ure 1C. Differential gene expression was assessed by Wald test, and then was adjusted for multiple testing using the Benjamini-

Hochberg procedure as implemented in DESeq2122 in Figures 3A and 3F. Gene family expansion analysis was estimated based

on a Monte–Carlo re-sampling procedure in Figure 3C. The permutation test was used in Figure 4B. The significance of patterns

of isolation-by-distance (IBD) and isolation-by-environment (IBE) were examined usingMantel test by function ‘‘mantel’’ in R package

‘‘vegan’’139 in Figures 4D and S4B. Pearson’s correlation coefficient and the significance was calculated using R package ‘Perform-

anceAnalytics’ v1.5.3 in Figures S1B, S1F, and S2B. The significance ofD-statistics was calculated using Dsuite42 v0.4 in Figure S3A.

n in the Figure S1 represents number of genes. Quantification approaches and statistical analyses used in this can be also found in

the relevant sections of the method details.
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Figure S1. Genome sequencing, assembly, and annotation of Antarctic krill, related to Figure 1

(A) Hi-C contact heatmap of the chromosomes and scaffolds of the Antarctic krill genome assembly, ordered by scaffold length.

(B) Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r) between contig length and various genome features. GC, percentage of GC; TE, percentage of transposable element; TR,

percentage of tandem repeat; Gene, protein-coding gene regions.

(C) Distribution of TE identity and distance in the Antarctic krill genome.

(D) Comparison of gene length among crustacean species and three species with large genomes.

(E) Pairwise comparison of the length between gene models and full-length transcripts.

(F) Comparison of the relationship between intron size and genome size among Antarctic krill, crustacean species and three species with large genomes.

(G and H) The relationship of gene expression level and gene length of Antarctic krill in two tissues.

(I and J) Comparison of the gene expression level and gene length of long genes in Antarctic krill and their homologous genes in other small genome crustaceans.
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Figure S2. Comparison of genome repetitive elements and GC content of Antarctic krill and other invertebrates, related to Figure 2

(A) Heatmap and hierarchical clustering of repetitive sequence subtypes in invertebrate genomes, the green-red bar represents Z score percentage of repeat.

(B) Pearson’s correlation analysis of repetitive sequence subtypes in invertebrates. A line of best fit is shown. Gray histograms with distribution lines (in red) of the

subtypes are also shown. Three asterisks (***) denote significant correlation at P < 0.001. TR denotes tandem repeat; DNA, DNA transposon; LTR, long terminal

repeat; LINE, long interspersed nuclear element; SINE, short interspersed nuclear element.

(C) Comparison of Antarctic krill GC content of sequencing reads. CCS, circular consensus sequencing reads; CLR, continuous long reads; NGS, next-generation

sequencing reads (i.e., short-insert library by BGISEQ-500). Calculated as GC% per 500 bp non-overlapping sliding window for CCS and CLR, GC content per

read for NGS.

(D) The relationship of genome size and GC content of 154 invertebrate genome assemblies.
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Figure S3. Population connectivity and differentiation between four groups and population structure, related to Figure 4

(A) Four ABBA-BABA tests among four geographical groups with North Pacific krill as outgroup. The numbers of ABBA and BABA sites, Z score and p value are

also shown.

(B) The optimal value of migration event (m) is inferred from the second-order rate of change in likelihood (Dm) across incremental values ofm using OptM, which

shows the optimal value of migration event (m) = 1.

(legend continued on next page)
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(C) TreeMix analysis of Antarctic krill samples from four geographical groups. The arrow corresponds to the direction of migration, and the migration weight is

given according to the color of the arrows.

(D) The contemporary migration rates among four geographical groups inferred by BA3-SNPs. The arrow shows the migration direction.

(E and F) Population structure detected by PCAngsd based on genotype (GT) and genotype likelihood (GL) tags in VCF file, separately.

(G) Population structures identified by multidimensional scaling (MDS) analysis, and first two MDS dimensions (C1 and C2) are plotted. The points represent

samples and the colors of points corresponding to the sampling location.

(H) The neighbor-joining tree constructed for the samples and the different shade colors were used to display the main groups. The green was mainly for SG

group, the yellow mainly for SSI and the blue mainly for PB and RS groups.

(I) The STRUCTURE result shows the estimation of the proportion of ancestry under model K from 2 to 5 based on 100,000 SNPs randomly from genome-

wide SNPs.

(J) The best model with K = 4 was suggested by Delta K (DK, Evanno Method), and was shaded in gray.

(K) The STRUCTURE result shows the estimation of the proportion of ancestry under model K from 2 to 5 based on SNPs in genic regions (256,421 SNPs after LD

pruning).

(L) The best model with K = 4 was suggested by maximum of natural logarithm of the likelihood and was shaded in gray.

(M) The STRUCTURE result shows the estimation of the proportion of ancestry under model K from 2 to 5 based on 1,000,000 SNPs randomly from genome-

wide SNPs.

(N) The best model with K = 3 was suggested by maximum of natural logarithm of the likelihood and was shaded in gray.

(O) The population structure of Antarctic krill was detected based on genome-wide SNPs using NGSadmix K from 2 to 5.

(P) The best model withK = 2was suggested by Delta K (DK, EvannoMethod), and was shaded in gray. PB denotes Prydz Bay; SG, South Georgia; RS, Ross Sea,

SSI, South Shetland Island.

(Q) The FST value distribution of genome-wide SNPs. The percentage of SNPs with FST > 0.15 is 0.052%, the percentage of SNPs with FST > 0.10 is 0.36%; the

percentage of SNPs with FST > 0.05 is 3.32%. (R-T) PCA analysis was conducted based on the SNPs with FST % 0.15, FST % 0.1 and FST % 0.05, separately.
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(legend on next page)
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Figure S4. The detection of SNPs associated with environment variables and inference of population demographic history, related to
Figure 4

(A) The boxplot of ten environmental variables across 12months from 2000 to 2020, four seasons are shaded by different colors, spring from 9 to 11, summer from

12 to 2, autumn from 3 to 5, and winter from 6 to 8. SSRD denotes mean surface solar radiation downwards of summer (J/m2); SSHF denotes mean surface

sensible heat flux of winter (J/m2); SST denotes mean sea surface temperature of winter (�C); NV denotes mean northward velocity of winter (m/s); SLHF denotes

mean surface latent heat flux of summer (J/m2); OMLT denotes mean ocean mixed layer thickness of summer (m); SIC denotes mean sea ice concentration of

summer (%); DSI denotes mean duration of sea ice (retreat - advance); Chloe denotes mean chlorophyll of winter (mg/m3). For each box of the boxplots, the

center line represents the median, the bottom line represents the 25th percentiles and the top line represents the 75th percentiles. The whiskers of the boxplots

show 1.5 inter-quartile range (IQR) below the 25th percentiles and 1.5 IQR above the 75th percentiles.

(B) The isolation-by-distance (IBD) test for relationship between demographic distance and genetic distance (FST/(1-FST)).

(C) The distribution of SNPs associated with environmental variables. The blue points (including dots and triangles) donate all genic SNPs tested in this analysis.

The triangles (both in gray and red) indicting the SNPs only supported by natural selection, and the triangles in red indicting the SNPs supported by natural

selection and environmental associations.

(D) The allele frequency of SNPs associated with natural selection and environmental variables in four geographical groups. Different colors represent different

nucleotides in the pie chart.

(E–H) Inference of population demographic history using PSMC with randomly selected high-sequencing individuals (>203) with 100 PSMC bootstraps (in

light color).

(I–L) Inference of population demographic history using popSizeABC, with 90% confidence interval of bootstrapping shown by the black dotted points. For all

figure panels in this figure, the light blue shading indicates a period of expansion after population bottleneck of Antarctic krill. A generation time (g) of two years

and mutation rate (m) of 6.193 10�10 substitutions per site per generation was employed. PB denotes Prydz Bay; RS, Ross Sea; SSI, South Shetland Island; SG,

South Georgia.
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